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Lodali
ALCHIMIA

GRAPE

50% Nebbiolo / 50% Petit Verdot 

COLOR: Full ruby red color and compact

BOUQUET: Rich aroma, full and complex, full 

of personality, with notes of blueberry and 

blackberry

TASTE: Full and structured, balanced, with a 

long finish 

Lodali
BARBARESCO LORENS

GRAPE

Nebbiolo

COLOR: Ruby red color with garnet 

BOUQUET: Scent of great complexity and 

finesse, elegant with hints of ripe plum, licorice 

and violet well harmonized

TASTE: Full, richly structured and harmonious, 

long taste-olfactory 

Lodali
BARBARESO ROCCHE
DEI 7 FRATELLI

GRAPE

Nebbiolo

COLOR: Garnet red color and bright full
BOUQUET: Large and persistent fragrance, 
with elegant notes of dried flowers and tobacco
TASTE: Harmonious taste and great structure, 
full and persistent 

Lodali
BARBERA D’ALBA LORENS

GRAPE

Barbera

COLOR: Full ruby red color and compact

BOUQUET: Rich aroma, full and complex, full 

of personality, with elegant notes of blueberry 

and blackberry, hints of vanilla, caramel and 

spices

TASTE: Full and structured, balanced, with a 

long finish
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Lodali
BAROLO BRICCO AMROGIO

GRAPE

Nebbiolo

COLOR: Garnet red color and bright full 
BOUQUET: Large and persistent fragrance with 
notes of dried flowers and tobacco 

TASTE: Harmonious taste and great structure, 
full and persistent

Lodali
BAROLO LORENS

GRAPE

Nebbiolo

COLOR: Ruby red color with garnet

BOUQUET: Great complexity and finesse; the 

wine shows notes elegnati of ripe plums and 

licorice well harmonized

TASTE:  Full richly structured and harmonious, 

long taste-olfactory

Lodali
DOLCETTO D’ALBA 

SANT’AMBROGIO

GRAPE

Dolcetto

COLOR: Full ruby red color with purple hues 

BOUQUET: Fine and intense aroma with nice 

notes of red fruits

TASTE: Full and harmonious, soft with a 

pleasantly bitter retroguso

Lodali
LANGHE CHARDONNAY

GRAPE

Chardonnay

COLOR: Straw yellow with pale green reflections 
BOUQUET: Delicate, persistent and elegant
TASTE: Dry, tangy and aristocratic
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Lodali
LANGHE CHARDONNAY LORENS

GRAPE

Chardonnay

COLOR: Straw-yellow with greenish 
reflections 
BOUQUET: Perfume rich, complex with 
hints of green apple, white currants & sea salt
TASTE: Full bodied & elegant taste with a good 
balance between structure & finess

Lodali
MOSCATO D’ASTI

GRAPE

Moscato

COLOR: Straw yellow 

BOUQUET: Fresh and fragrant aroma with floral 

notes

TASTE: Sweet, delicate, aromatic and characteristic 

Lodali
NEBBIOLO D’ALBA 

SANT’AMBROGIO

GRAPE

Nebbiolo

COLOR: Bright ruby red color with garnet

BOUQUET: Fine and persistent fragrance with 

delicate floral notes

TASTE: Full and round, long and harmonious 


